
DECKING
Certified Tasmanian Plantation Pine



Timberlink Decking and Screening

Made here in Tasmania from Tasmanian grown renewable 
pine and dressed smooth on both sides, Timberlink decking 
is suitable for building decks and outdoor screens. It can be 
painted, stained or oiled to suit any style of garden. 

Suitable Uses 
Outdoor plantation decking is treated to hazard level 
H3. This means it is suitable for outdoor above ground 
applications but cannot be used in direct contact with the 
ground. For in-ground contacts choose H4 treated timber.

Guaranteed Durability 
You can be confident that your outdoor pine deck will last 
as all our decking products are guaranteed for 15 years by a 
chemical supplier guarantee.

Sustainably Sourced Tasmanian Pine 
At Timberlink Bell Bay we manufacture all our pine decking 
from Tasmanian grown plantation pine.

Cost-Effective 
Australian pine is the economical option for building with 
as it grows quickly and is easy to manufacture into a wide 
variety of products. Outdoor pine decking also comes in a 
variety of lengths so you can minimize waste and save even 
more money.

Range

Sizes (mm) 90 x 22, 70 x 22

Lengths (m) 2.4, 3.0, 3.6, 4.2, 4.8, 5.4, 6.0

madeoftasmania.com.au

INSTALLATION INFORMATION

Bearers and Joists 
Timberlink Green treated pine bearers and joists are 
recommended to provide a durable stable platform for your 
deck.

Resealing 
Where treated wood products are cut, notched, drilled or 
rebated the exposed areas must be coated with a suitable 
resealing product to ensure that a treatment envelope is 
maintained.

Finishes 
To prolong the life of your deck, it is strongly recommended 
that all treated wood products installed in weather exposed 
situations are stained, painted or oiled to maintain optimum 
serviceability, appearance and dimensional stability

Fixings 
Galvanised decking nails or decking screws should be used 
along with corrosion resistant hot dip galvanised fasteners 
and connectors. For decks built in harsh environments such 
as close to the beach stainless steel fixings should be used.

Treatment Brand 
Timberlink Bell Bay decking is 
treated with a non-CCA chemical in 
accordance with Australian Standards. 
The treatment brand is printed on the 
non graded face of the board. This 
brand (as shown on right) identifies:

a) Producer (first 3 digits)
b) Preservative (middle 2 digits)
c) Treatment level (H3)

Safety 
When handling and cutting any timbers it is advisable to 
wear dust masks, goggles and gloves. Do not burn any 
treated timber. 
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